


Deliver Gifts To UK



Apparels 



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Emerald short sleeve unisex Aware™ recycled polo

The Emerald short sleeve unisex recycled polo – where sustainability meets style. This polo 
ensures comfort and durability, complemented by a 1x1 rib collar at the end of the sleeves. The 
polo also features GRS certified buttons, further reducing its environmental impact. With side 
splits for ease of movement, this polo embraces functionality. Made of a 200 g/m² pique knit of 
recycled cotton blended with recycled polyester. The polo incorporates Cyclo® recycled fibres
where they use pre-sorted waste that determines the colour of the yarn. These fibres do not 
only reduce the demand for virgin resources but also exhibit a commitment to a circular life, 
embodying the essence of reducing waste and promoting a closed-loop system. Each polo also 
comes with an Aware™ tracer. This innovative feature allows users to trace the origins and 
journey of their item through a QR code, enhancing transparency in the supply chain and 
fostering a stronger connection between the product and its production process.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Star short sleeve men's polo

Short-sleeve polo shirt for men. Reinforced covered seams in 
interior collar. 1x1 ribbed cuffs and collar. Side seams. 3-button 
placket and side slits. Optional pocket. Removable label. The 
model is 185 cm and is wearing size L.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Prince short sleeve women's polo

Fitted short-sleeve polo shirt for women in OCS certified organic 
cotton. 1x1 ribbed collar and sleeve edging. 2-button placket. 
Reinforced covered seams in collar. Side slits on hem. Removable 
label. OCS organic fabric. The model is 174 cm and is wearing size 
S.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Estrella long sleeve women's polo

Long-sleeve polo shirt with ribbed collar and cuffs, 3-button 
placket and elastane 1x1 ribbed cuffs. Reinforced covered seams 
in collar. Slim-fit. Removable label. The model is 168 cm and is 
wearing size S.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Estrella long sleeve men's polo

Long-sleeve polo shirt with ribbed collar and cuffs, 3-button 
placket and elastane 1x1 ribbed cuffs. Reinforced covered seams 
in collar. Optional pocket. Removable label. The model is 190 cm 
and is wearing size L.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Morgan short sleeve men's duotone polo

The Morgan short sleeve men's duotone polo is a stylish and 
comfortable option for any casual or business setting. Made from 
a 200 g/m² piqué knit cotton fabric, this polo is both durable and 
breathable. Featuring a flat knit collar and rib cuffs with contrast 
colour detailing, this polo offers a modern twist on a classic 
design. The two-button placket and pick-stitch details add an 
extra touch of sophistication, and the satin neck tape and heat 
transfer main label provide comfort and ease of wear.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Morgan short sleeve women's duotone polo

The Morgan short sleeve women's duotone polo is a stylish and 
comfortable option for any casual or business setting. Made from 
a 200 g/m² piqué knit cotton fabric, this polo is both durable and 
breathable. Featuring a flat knit collar and rib cuffs with contrast 
colour detailing, this polo offers a modern twist on a classic 
design. The two-button placket and pick-stitch details add an 
extra touch of sophistication, and the satin neck tape and heat 
transfer main label provide comfort and ease of wear. This polo is 
designed with a fitted shape for a feminine look.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Oslo women's insulated bodywarmer

Feather touch gilet vest for women. Matching inverted zips. Two 
front pockets with zip. Contrasting inner lining. Matching elastic 
trim in hem. Stow carry bag included. Light and foldable garment. 
Fitted cut. Water resistant. Wind-proof model. The model is 174 
cm and is wearing size S.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Oslo men's insulated bodywarmer

Feather touch gilet vest for men. Matching inverted zips. Two 
front pockets with zip. Contrasting inner lining. Matching elastic 
trim in hem. Stow carry bag included. Light and foldable garment. 
Fitted cut in women's model. Water resistant. Wind-proof model. 
The model is 185 cm and is wearing size M.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Nevada unisex softshell bodywarmer

2-layer softshell gillet. Contrasting inverted sealed effect zip with 
chin protector and puller. Three pockets with combined zip with 
puller. Elastic drawcord and fasteners on the bottom hem. Water 
resistant. Wind-proof model. The model is 184 cm and is wearing 
size L.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Rixford women's full zip fleece jacket

The Rixford women's full zip fleece jacket – elevate your outdoor 
style. This fleece jacket features contrast-coloured zippers, both at 
the center front and on the front pockets, adding a modern touch 
to the total look. The reversed coil zippers on the front pockets 
ensure secure storage. With an interior thumb grab, hanger loop, 
and easy grip zipper pullers functionality is enhanced. Made from 
180 g/m² polyester micro fleece, the Rixford offers comfort and 
warmth. Ideal for both urban and outdoor activities, the Rixford
harmonises comfort and practicality seamlessly. This jacket is 
designed with a fitted shape for a feminine look.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Rixford men's full zip fleece jacket

The Rixford men's full zip fleece jacket – elevate your outdoor 
style. This fleece jacket features contrast-coloured zippers, both at 
the center front and on the front pockets, adding a modern touch 
to the total look. The reversed coil zippers on the front pockets 
ensure secure storage. With an interior thumb grab, hanger loop, 
and easy grip zipper pullers functionality is enhanced. Made from 
180 g/m² polyester micro fleece, the Rixford offers comfort and 
warmth. Ideal for both urban and outdoor activities, the Rixford
harmonises comfort and practicality seamlessly.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Iqoniq Diran recycled polyester pile fleece jacket

Unisex pile fleece zip through jacket made from 100% post-consumer 
recycled polyester in 320 G/M². Make a style statement with this cool 
and stylish “must have” jacket. Refined binding on full jacket and soft 
jersey look from inside. The jacket has a woven chest pocket with 
zipper that offers a good personalised decoration area. All zippers 
have extra zip pullers in matching colour for a refined look. The use 
of genuine recycled & organic fabric materials and environmental 
impact claims are guaranteed, by using the AWARE™ disruptive 
physical tracer and blockchain technology. By scanning the QR code, 
you will gain access to a dedicated digital passport of the product. 2% 
of proceeds of each sold product will be donated to Water.org. This 
product is OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certified.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Finland women's insulated jacket

Women's quilted jacket with feather touch padding. Inverted 
zippers with matching chin protector and puller. Two front 
pockets with zippers. Matching elastic edging in collar, cuffs and 
hem. Contrasting inner lining. Includes stow carry bag. 
Lightweight and foldable garment. Fitted cut. Removable label. 
Water resistant. Wind-proof. The model is 179 cm and is wearing 
size S.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Siberia unisex softshell jacket

2-layer softshell in sports cut: Contrasting central zip with chin 
protector and puller. Innner lining in contrasting microfleece fabric. 
Outside pocket on right chest with invisible zip in diagonal shape. 
Two side pockets with invisible zip. Pocket on left sleeve. Matching 
elastic trim in cuffs and hem. Foldable hood with contrasting 
micropolar lining. Removable label. Waterproof. Wind-proof. The 
male model is 185 cm and is wearing size M, and the female model 
is 174 cm and is wearing size S.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Norway men's insulated jacket

Men's feather touch quilted jacket with fitted hood. Inverted zips 
with matching chin protector. Two front pockets with zip. 
Matching elastic trim in cuffs, hem and hood. Contrasting inner 
lining. Stow carry bag included. Light and foldable garment. Water 
resistant. Wind-proof model.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Antartida men's softshell jacket

2-layer softshell. Inverted sealed effect zip with matching chin 
protector and zipper puller. Cut detail on chest. Three zip pockets 
with matching puller. Velcro fasteners in cuffs. Adjustable bottom 
hem with elastic drawcord and stoppers. 1000 mm water 
resistant. Wind-proof fabric. The model is 185 cm and is wearing 
size M.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Antartida women's softshell jacket

2-layer softshell with inverted sealed-effect zip, with matching chin 
protector and zipper puller. Three outside pockets with matching 
zip and puller. Velcro fasteners in cuffs. Bottom hem with elastic 
drawcord and stoppers. Wind-proof fabric. Water resistant. Slim-
fit. Raglan sleeves. 1000 mm water resistant. The model is 179 cm 
and is wearing size S.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Cuprite long sleeve women's GOTS organic shirt

The Cuprite long sleeve women's GOTS organic shirt – a sustainable 
and stylish choice. Made from GOTS certified organic cotton poplin, 
this shirt combines ethical manufacturing with exceptional comfort. 
It features a semi-spread collar that offers a more relaxed and 
versatile look. The contrast-coloured stitching on the sleeve placket 
and bottom buttonhole placket adds a subtle pop of style. With 
GOTS certification guaranteeing a 100% certified supply chain, this 
garment truly represents an environmentally conscious choice. This 
shirt is designed with a fitted shape for a feminine look.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Cuprite long sleeve men's GOTS organic shirt

The Cuprite long sleeve men's GOTS organic shirt – a sustainable 
and stylish choice. Made from GOTS certified organic cotton 
poplin, this shirt combines ethical manufacturing with exceptional 
comfort. It features a semi-spread collar that offers a more 
relaxed and versatile look. The contrast-coloured stitching on the 
sleeve placket and bottom buttonhole placket adds a subtle pop 
of style. With GOTS certification guaranteeing a 100% certified 
supply chain, this garment truly represents an environmentally 
conscious choice.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Iqoniq Rila lightweight recycled cotton hoodie

The modern fit sweater has a double-layered hood, long sleeves 
and 1x1 rib at cuffs and bottom hem. The inside is soft-brushed 
fleece for extra comfort. The use of genuine recycled & organic 
fabric materials and environmental impact claims are guaranteed, 
by using the AWARE™ disruptive physical tracer and blockchain 
technology. By scanning the QR code, you will gain access to a 
dedicated digital passport of the product. 2% of proceeds of each 
sold product will be donated to Water.org. This product is OEKO-
TEX® STANDARD 100 2303045 Centexbel certified. Due to the 
nature of recycled yarns, impurities and colour variations may 
appear.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Galena unisex Aware™ recycled full zip sweater

The Galena unisex recycled full zip sweater – a perfect fusion of style, sustainability and 
functionality. Made of 320 g/m² recycled cotton and recycled polyester, this sweater leads the way 
for sustainable fashion. Practicality meets aesthetics with front pockets, and the recycled front 
zipper supports the sustainable claim even further. The sweater incorporates Cyclo® recycled fibres
where they use pre-sorted waste that determines the colour of the yarn. These fibres do not only 
reduce the demand for virgin resources but also exhibit a commitment to a circular life, embodying 
the essence of reducing waste and promoting a closed-loop system. Each sweater also comes with 
an Aware™ tracer. This innovative feature allows users to trace the origins and journey of their item 
through a QR code, enhancing transparency in the supply chain and fostering a stronger connection 
between the product and its production process. With environmental awareness growing, the 
Galena unisex full zip sweater is the ideal sustainable choice.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirtsIqoniq Trivor recycled polyester microfleece hoodie

Unisex microfleece hoodie made from 100% post-consumer recycled polyester in 240 G/M². This 
fleece hoodie envelops you in softness and warmness. It has a convenient kangaroo pocket, 
double-layered hood with a tonal drawstring and metal eyelets. The Inside half-moon in woven 
fabric offers a perfect personalised inside neck print. Bottom hem and sleeve cuffs are made from 
self-fabric for extra softness. The use of genuine recycled & organic fabric materials and 
environmental impact claims are guaranteed, by using the AWARE™ disruptive physical tracer and 
blockchain technology. By scanning the QR code, you will gain access to a dedicated digital passport 
of the product. 2% of proceeds of each sold product will be donated to Water.org. This product is 
OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certified.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Iqoniq Etosha lightweight recycled cotton crew neck

Unisex modern fit crew neck made from 100% cotton, of which 70% is organic and 30% recycled, 
280 G/M². The crewneck has long sleeves and 1x1 rib at neckline, cuffs and bottom hem. The 
inside is soft-brushed fleece for extra comfort. The use of genuine recycled & organic fabric 
materials and environmental impact claims are guaranteed, by using the AWARE™ disruptive 
physical tracer and blockchain technology. By scanning the QR code, you will gain access to a 
dedicated digital passport of the product. 2% of proceeds of each sold product will be donated to 
Water.org. This product is OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 2303045 Centexbel certified. Due to the 
nature of recycled yarns, impurities and colour variations may appear.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Iqoniq Sierra lightweight recycled cotton t-shirt

Unisex modern fit t-shirt made from 100% cotton, of which 70% is organic and 30% 
recycled, 160 G/M². The t-shirt has a crew neck with 1x1 rib. The use of genuine 
recycled & organic fabric materials and environmental impact claims are guaranteed, 
by using the AWARE™ disruptive physical tracer and blockchain technology. By 
scanning the QR code, you will gain access to a dedicated digital passport of the 
product. 2% of proceeds of each sold product will be donated to Water.org. This 
product is OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 2303045 Centexbel certified. Due to the 
nature of recycled yarns, impurities and colour variations may appear.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Golden short sleeve men's t-shirt

Tubular short-sleeve t-shirt in organic cotton. Crew neck with 1x1 
rib. Decorative seams on hem and sleeves. Removable label. The 
model is 185 cm and is wearing size L.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Jamaica short sleeve women's t-shirt

Fitted short-sleeve t-shirt. 1x1 double layer rib crew neck and 
covered seams from shoulder to shoulder. Side seams. T-shirt 
available in 21 colours. Removable label. The model is 168 cm and 
is wearing size S.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Extreme long sleeve women's t-shirt

Semi fitted long-sleeve t-shirt with fine trimmed neck. No cuffs. 
Side seams. Removable label.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Extreme long sleeve men's t-shirt

Long-sleeve t-shirt in tubular fabric and 4-layer crew neck. 
Reinforced covered seams in collar and shoulders. No cuffs. 
Removable label. Tubular design in adult sizes and side seams in 
kids sizes. The model is 185 cm and is wearing size L.



Bags 



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Trend 4-compartment backpack 17L

The comfortable Trend backpack is a winner among the 
promotional backpacks. By carrying this bag, the recipient will 
ensure that any brand message spreads wherever he or she goes. 
The trendy designed bag has four compartments, namely two 
zipper compartments, a front zipper pocket and a front pocket 
with a hook & loop closure. Therefore, it offers plenty of space for 
storing both large and small items. The item is made of 600D 
polyester, a durable material that is suitable for top quality 
backpacks.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Vancouver backpack 23L

The Vancouver backpack is a simple backpack with many options 
for printing a logo or other corporate message. The bag is made 
of 600D polyester, a strong material suitable for high quality 
backpacks. The bag has a zippered main compartment for the 
large items, while the zippered front pocket is useful for the 
smaller items. Thanks to the adjustable padded shoulder straps, 
this backpack fits every adult or child. Next to this, the Vancouver 
backpack is easy to carry via the top carry handle.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Bobby Hero Regular, Anti-theft backpack

The Bobby Hero line represents a new era in anti-theft backpacks, 
offering safety, ease, and organization for your daily journeys. Cut-
proof protection, discreet zipper closures, and concealed pockets 
ensure the security of your belongings during commutes. The 
Bobby Hero Regular is equipped with an integrated USB charging 
port, water-repellent fabric, illuminating safety strips, and a 
luggage strap for added convenience. Internally, padded 
compartments cater to a 15.6” laptop and a tablet up to 12.9”. 
Made from R-pet fabric with the AWARE™ tracer. With AWARE™, 
the use of genuine recycled fabric is guaranteed. 29% recycled 
content. Registered design®



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Urban Lite anti-theft backpack

The Urban Lite anti-theft backpack stands as the ideal travel companion, ensuring 
security and convenience. By rolling up the main compartment and securing it with 
the steel-reinforced combination lock, the backpack offers complete closure, which 
can also be utilized to lock the bag around a fixed object. Hidden pockets on the 
backside and in the shoulder strap, featuring RFID protection, safeguard your cards. 
The bag is equipped with a side water bottle pocket and a detachable elastic net for 
sports equipment. Internally, padded compartments cater to a 15.6” laptop, and a 
tablet up to 12.9”, and mesh pockets provide organization for your essentials. Made 
with water repellent materials. Registered design®



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Hoss drawstring backpack 5L

Drawstring backpack with large main compartment with string 
closure in black colour. Designed with heathered colour effect in 
the front panel and black colour in the back panel. Features a 
zippered front pocket. Resistance up to 5 kg weight. There may be 
minor variations in the colour of the actual product due to the 
nature of the fabric dyes, weaves, and printing.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Anderson Rucksack

Slimline 300D polyester backpack with a coloured front and grey 
padded backing, adjustable padded shoulder straps and front 
zipped pocket.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Trails backpack 24L

A mix of an outdoor and daily backpack with coloured facing and 
elastic cord with reflective accents on the front panel. Features 
two external water bottle meshed pockets, front compartment 
with several small divisions, a hook for easy storage, and a 12" 
tablet sleeve. The backpack has a padded reinforced handle and a 
comfortable padded back. Fits a 15.6" laptop in a padded sleeve 
inside the main compartment.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Anchorage conference bag 11L

Exhibition bag with adjustable shoulder strap, buckle closure flap, 
zipper pocket in flap, zippered main compartment and several 
open pockets under flap.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Santa Fe 2-buckle closure conference bag 6L

Conference bag with handle, adjustable shoulder strap, buckle 
closure and several document pockets.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Florida conference bag 7L

Seminar bag with zippered main compartment. Bag fits A4 
documents.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Rainbow Drawstring Bag

Show off your colours wherever you go with our Rainbow 
Drawstring Bag!1 Colour Print as standard.MOQ of 500pcs.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Oriole premium drawstring backpack 5L

The Oriole backpack is easy to hand out as a gift to promote your 
brand or marketing campaign. This lightweight backpack is 
budget-friendly, easy to carry on the back or on the shoulder and 
offers enough space for adding a logo or other messages. The 
drawstring makes it easy to open and close, and the 210D 
polyester material is strong and durable.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Oregon 100 g/m² cotton drawstring backpack 5L

Whether gifted as a giveaway at an event, conference or to take 
to the gym, the Oregon drawstring backpack is a good choice for 
holding lightweight items.The bag offers plenty of space for 
adding any small or big logos. The drawstring closure makes the 
bag easy to open and close and ideal to carry on the back or the 
shoulder.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Benton 15" laptop backpack 15L

Zippered main compartment holds most 15" laptops and includes 
padded compartment for your iPad or tablet. Large front zippered 
pocket has organization and earbud access. Features two side 
pockets. Reinforced carry handle and adjustable padded shoulder 
straps. Accessories not included.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Slim 15" laptop backpack 15L

Large double zipped main compartment with padded laptop 
sleeve that can hold up most 15" laptop. Four additional zipped 
organizational pockets for all your technology essentials. Two side 
zipped compartments ideal for cables, chargers, etc. Large zipped 
front pocket. Top zipped pocket for quick access. Padded back 
panel. Double padded adjustable shoulder straps. Top carry 
handle. Accessories not included.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Modern 15.6" USB & RFID laptop backpack PVC free

Carry all of your gear for work or travel inside this sleek laptop 
backpack. The laptop backpack is made from durable fabric and 
features a sporty, urban inspired design. This backpack includes a 
fully padded 15.6" laptop compartment and a front pocket to 
hold all your everyday accessories. The integrated USB port 
ensures that you are able to charge your phone while on the go. 
PVC free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Protect and store your 15.6” laptop in style in this trendy 600D 
duo tone polyester laptop bag. 2 sided main compartment for 
your gear. Front slanted zippered accessory pocket. PVC Free.

Trend 15” laptop bag



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Vancouver 15.4" laptop bag 6L

Functional 15.4" laptop bag with padded laptop compartment 
and adjustable shoulder straps.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

https://merch.geiger-uk.com/product/thule-
subterra-15-laptop-backpack-23-l-120569

Thule Subterra 15" laptop backpack 23 L

Features a zippered main compartment with a padded 15" laptop 
sleeve and a dedicated soft pocket for a 10" tablet. Comes with a 
special internal compartment to keep device and charges 
separated, a padded interior pocket to protect phone, sunglasses 
or other values and expandable zippered side pocket for a water 
bottle. Contains trolley tunnel, padded back panel and straps with 
adjustable and removable sternum buckle.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Duffle bag

Polyester (600D) duffle bag with zipper closing. The interior pocket 
also has a zipper. Two carry handles and one adjustable carry strap. 
Including PU label.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Sports bag

Polyester (600D) sports bag with one large main compartment and 
zippered pocket on the side. Carry handles and adjustable shoulder 
straps. Including PE board.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Large sports/travel bag

Large (600D) polyester sports/travel bag with large top 
compartment, zippered compartments at the front and side and 
adjustable carry strap.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
RFID sports bag

Polyester (600D) sports bag with RFID protection. The large 
compartment has a zipper and one interior pocket with zipper. 
Two carry handles and one adjustable carry strap.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Hesketh Coloured 7oz cotton shopper

Coloured 7oz cotton shopper with long handles. Strong, durable 
and eco-friendly



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Medium Coloured Trim Halton Shopper

Medium sized, natural, eco-friendly jute bag with gusset, padded 
cotton webbed handles, coloured jute trim and laminated 
backing.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Large Contrast Shopper

Recyclable 80gsm non woven PP mini shopper with gusset and 
coloured handles to match the edge trim



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Vancouver travel duffel bag 35L

Large travel bag with zipper large main compartment, front zipper 
pocket and adjustable shoulder strap.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Vancouver trolley travel bag 75L

Vancouver trolley travel bag. Big travel bag with zippered main 
compartment, zipper front pocket and trolley system. 600D 
Polyester.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Cochichuate cotton barrel duffel bag 25L

Large main zippered compartment. Front slash pocket. 29.5 cm 
carry handles. Detachable and adjustable shoulder strap.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Capitol duffel bag 35L

Exhibit your powerhouse style with the Capitol Collection, a blend 
of classic and contemporary design. Standard features include 
large main zipped compartment, dedicated zipped shoe pocket, 
and front zipped pocket for additional storage. Detachable, 
adjustable padded strap and carrying handles for ease of travel. 
Imitation leather accents and antique hardware.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Business 15.4" laptop trolley 21L

Simple yet functional excluve design cabin approved business 
trolley, also ideal for small trips. Has a 15.4" laptop compartment 
and several other functional compartments to store your 
documents and accessories.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Bobby backpack trolley

Convenient as a trolley and practical as a backpack. The Bobby backpack trolley is 
your ideal travel companion for short trips or daily commutes. Easily transform it 
from a backpack into a trolley by storing the shoulder straps in the back panel and 
releasing the handle. When switching into backpack mode, you can hide the handle 
and wrap the backpack around the wheels, keeping your back clean. The Bobby 
backpack trolley keeps you safe and connected with the well-known Bobby anti-theft 
features combined with a TSA® lock. Inside, you will find separate compartments for 
clothes and business devices with a quick-access laptop pocket. Made from R-pet 
fabric with the AWARE™ tracer. With AWARE™, the use of genuine recycled fabric is 
guaranteed. 19% recycled content. Registered design®



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Large adventure trolley

600D and 210D ripstop, large main compartment with zipper 
closure. Plenty of inside zipper pockets, including one detachable 
mesh zipper pocket. Aluminium trolley handle in matching colour. 
Including name card holder. The ultimate travel bag.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Standard weekend trolley

300D high density extra strong fabric. With extendable trolley 
system, silver coloured wheels and adjustable shoulder strap. One 
front pocket and one zipper closure main compartment.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
BUDAPEST

20 inch hard-shell trolley in ABS. 1 main compartment and inner 
compartment. Includes a security lock. Rides on 4 wheels.



Drinkware 



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Neoprene Cup Grip

The Neoprene Cup Grip is a perfect add on to any promotional 
coffee cupNeoprene is heat resistant, helping you to hold those 
hot cups with no problem!Printed all the way around as 
standardAvailable as a spot colour or full colour printMinimum just 
200pcs



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
CLAUS

Ceramic mug 250ml with integrated spoon with Santa Claus 
decoration.Individual matching design gift box.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
KENYA

Porcelain mug of 380 ml capacity with spoon and bamboo lid. 
Individual box. Pad printing is not dishwasher safe. Ceramic transfer 
is dishwasher safe. Bamboo is a natural product, there may be 
slight variations in colour and size per item, which can affect the 
final decoration outcome.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
COLOUR TRENT

Ceramic coloured mug of 290 ml capacity. Presented in an 
individual corrugated carton gift box.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
SUBLIDARK

Ceramic mug of 300 ml capacity with special coating for 
sublimation. Mug changes colour to your personalized printing 
when pouring (at least) 50°C liquid into the mug. Individual 
packing in white carton box.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
SUBCORK

Ceramic mug with special coating for sublimation print and cork 
base detail. Individual packing in white carton box. Capacity: 300 
ml



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
RODEODRIVE+

Double wall stainless steel flask with bamboo cover and PP lid. 
Capacity: 400 ml. Bamboo is a natural product, there may be slight 
variations in colour and size per item, which can affect the final 
decoration outcome.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Cavalli 720ml Bottle

720ml double walled vacuum bottle with stainless steel body, built 
in handle to lid and cork base. BPA & PVC free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Sambourne 550ml Flask Bottle

550ml double walled, stainless steel flask drinks bottle and PP 
screw top cap with built in polyester rope handle. Ideal for 
keeping those hot or cold beverages at the perfect temperature 
while you’re out and about. BPA & PVC free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Manolo 630ml Bottle

630ml RSS double walled, stainless steel vacuum bottle with 
colour powder coating. BPA & PVC free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
CHAN BAMBOO

Double wall stainless steel insulated vacuum flask with bamboo 
outer cover. Capacity 400 ml. Bamboo is a natural product, there 
may be slight variations in colour and size per item, which can 
affect the final decoration outcome. Leak free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
BIG CHAN

Double wall stainless Steel insulating vacuum flask 1 L. Leak free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Double wall stainless steel insulating vacuum flask with bamboo 
cover and additional tea infuser. Capacity: 400 ml. Bamboo is a 
natural product, there may be slight variations in colour and size 
per item, which can affect the final decoration outcome.

BATUMI



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Universal Tumbler Yellow

The Universal plastic beaker with lid, is both lightweight and 
durable, the double wall design helps your drink stay hot or cold. 
Available in an array of body colours and mix and match lid 
colours.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
VENICE

Glass drinking bottle with stainless steel lid. Capacity: 500 ml. 
Notsuitable for carbonated drinks. Leak free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Brite-Americano® Espresso Recycled 250 ml insulated tumbler

Double-wall insulated tumbler with a twist-on lid and full colour
wraparound design moulded to the product. The tumbler is made 
from 95% recycled plastic and has a black inner layer. It is fully 
recyclable, and dishwasher and microwave safe. Volume capacity: 
250 ml. BPA free. Packed in a home compostable bag. Made in the 
UK.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Americano® Recycled 350 ml spill-proof tumbler

Double-wall insulated tumbler made from 100% recycled plastic. 
The twist-on, spill-proof lid clips closed to better prevent spillages 
and is manufactured without silicone for a fully recyclable mug. 
Due to the nature of recycled plastic, there may be small marks or 
some colour variation. Volume capacity is 350 ml and the mug has 
a black inner layer. Made in the UK. Packed in a home-
compostable bag. BPA-free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Vinci 360ml Travel Mug

360ml double-walled stainless steel travel mug with handle. 
Features PS plastic clear push-on lid, PP plastic slide-down black 
sipper, powder coating and a cork bottom. BPA & PVC free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Leak proof tumbler

350ml stainless steel outside and PP inside tumbler with screw on 
lid and unique push button closure to prevent spilling. Suitable for 
single hand operation. Registered design®



Office and Stationery 



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
A5 Notebook

Unleash your creativity with our A5 Promotional Notebook! 
Compact yet spacious, this sleek companion is perfect for jotting 
down ideas on the go, your thoughts deserve a stylish home. 
Elevate your note-taking experience today!



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

NOTE RPET

A5 notebook with hard 600D RPET cover. Casebound. 160 lined 
recycled paper pages (80 sheets). Matching elastic closure strap 
and ribbon bookmark.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
SUBER

A5 notebook with hard cork cover. Casebound. 192 lined paper 
(96 sheets). Elastic closure strap, ribbon bookmark and elastic pen 
holder. Cork is 100% natural material. Due to its structural nature 
and surface porosity the final print result per item may have 
deviations.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
PIEDRA

Recycled carton cover notebook. Twin-wire. 140 lined stone paper 
pages (70 sheets). Stone paper is made out of limestone (calcium 
carbonate) and HDPE (polyethylene resin) used as a binder. It is 
waterproof and resistant to grease. Stone paper is biodegradable 
- it becomes limestone again.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
CANVAS

A5 notebook with hard canvas cover. Casebound. 192 lined pages 
(96 sheets). Contrasting elastic closure strap and ribbon page-
marker.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
BLAMA

A5 notebook with 600D RPET hard cover with bamboo detail with a 
smartphone stand function. Casebound. 160 lined pages (80 sheets). 
70 gsm recycled paper. Matching elastic closure strap, ribbon page-
marker and pen holder.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Recycled Cardboard Ballpoint Pen

The Recycled Cardboard Ballpoint Pen is supplied 5 standard 
colours and can be printed 1 spot colour. The pens are supplied 
with Blue or Black ink.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
DigiPoint Ballpoint Pen

Introducing the DigiPoint Ballpoint Pen. Achieve brand perfection 
with Pantone matching and choose between 1 or full colour
printing to make your logo or message pop. Available with Black 
or Blue inkThe ergonomic design ensures a comfortable writing 
experience, making it perfect for daily use. Crafted from metal, 
this pen combines longevity with style. Whether you're planning a 
promotional event or simply want to enhance your brand 
presence, our Pen offers a cost-effective and impactful solution 
with it being pantone matched.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

BERN PECAS

Push button ball pen in 50% wheat straw and 50% ABS material 
with silver fittings. Blue ink.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
AOSTA

Push button ball pen in rubberized finish. Blue ink.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Ambassador Roller Ball Pen

A substantial capped roller pen with a hinged clip and great print 
area. Can be supplied on its own or as a set with the matching 
ball pen.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Ballad Chrome Roller Ball Pen

Style, elegance and a weighty feel in this prestigious capped roller 
pen. Has a chrome undercoat for 'mirror' engraved finish.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
BLANQUITO CLEAN

Push button stylus pen in ABS with antibacterial barrel. ISO 
22196. Blue ink.



Tech



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Wireless Bluetooth Earphones

The Wireless Bluetooth Earphones are supplied in a case which 
acts as a charging station. Equipped with a 35 mAh lithium-ion 
battery. A micro USB charging cable is included.Built in 
microphone for calls.Wireless Range is up to 12 meters.The case 
can be branded 1 - Full colour.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

SINGAPUR

Active noise cancelling (ANC) foldable wireless headphone in ABS. 
Rechargeable Li-ion battery 500 mAh. Hands free function and 
microphone built in. Playing time approx. 17 hours. Includes 
micro USB charging cable. All presented in PU pouch. Operating 
range: 10 m.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
TWINS

Set of 2 wireless TWS 5.0 wireless stereo earphones with 45 mAh
battery build-in. Playing time approx. 3 hours. Including a micro USB 
charging cable. Presented in box which also acts as a charging station 
with rechargeable Li-ion 250 mAh battery.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
NEW ORLEANS

5.0 wireless headphones in ABS. Rechargeable Li-Pol battery 300 
mAh.Hands free function. Playing time approx. 6 hours. Includes 
jack plugcable and micro UBS charging cable. Operating range: 
10m.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

CLEVELAND

5.0 wireless foldable headphone in ABS. All presented in 140 
gr/m2 cotton drawstring bag. Rechargeable Li-Pol battery 200 
mAh. Hands free function and microphone built in. Playing time 
approx. 4 hours. Includes micro USB charging cable. Operating 
range: 10 m.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
RCS recycled plastic & bamboo TWS earbuds

Bamboo true wireless earbuds and case. The earbuds and charging case are made 
with RCS (Recycled Claim Standard) certified recycled ABS and FSC® 100% bamboo. 
Total recycled content: 23% based on total item weight. RCS certification ensures a 
completely certified supply chain of the recycled materials. The perfectly fitting 
earbuds have a 40 mAh battery and can be re-charged in the 400 mAh charging case 
within 1 hour. With auto pairing function so easy to pair to your mobile device. 
Playing time on medium volume about 14 hours. With BT 5.3 for optimal connection. 
Operating distance up to 10 metres. With pick up and mic. Including 3 size silicone 
ear tips. Including RCS certified recycled TPE charging cable. Packed in FSC® mix kraft 
packaging. Item and accessories 100% PVC free.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Smartwatch

PET and PVC Smart watch, a stylish and durable wearable with 
adjustable wristband and wireless technology. It features heart 
rate monitoring, sleep tracking, SpO2 measurement, message and 
water reminders, exercise alerts, and a hidden USB charger in the 
wristband. Stay connected and improve your health with this sleek 
smartwatch.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Lunar Power Bank 10,000mAh

The Lunar Power Bank is supplied with a 10,000mAh charging 
capacity. The power bank is supplied with 3 USB charging ports 
and a battery LED level indicator.Printed 1 or Full colour in a lead 
time of just 7 days.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
SIUR POWER

10000 mAh power bank in aluminium case with suction cups for 
ease of use whilst travelling. Includes wireless output 2A for quick 
charging, with power delivery (PD) support to charge the newest 
laptop MacPro®.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
ARENAPOWER

Power bank 4000 mAh in Bamboo casing. Capacity for 
smartphone use, output current DC5V/1A. Includes indicating 
light and USB cable with micro USB plug. Includes Type C 
connector. Bamboo is a natural product, there may be slight 
variations in colour and size per item, which can affect the final 
decoration outcome.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Bubble Bluetooth Speaker

The Bubble Bluetooth Speaker is a great option if you're looking 
for a speaker that's both small and mighty.Even at it's small size, it 
can achieve heavy bass and great sound quality.The speaker is 
metal for a heavy premium look and feel.This speaker also comes 
equipped with True Wireless Stereo capability meaning you can 
connect two speakers at the same time for a more enhanced 
experience.Laser engraved with your logo.Minimum just 50pcs.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Urban Vitamin Pacific Grove RCS rplastic 30W speaker IPX7

The Pacific Grove Wireless speaker provides you with the freedom to enjoy your 
music without any limitations. This robust 30W speaker is made to withstand various 
conditions, offering everything you need for an immersive music experience. Its 
practical integrated lanyard and durable, IPX 7 water-resistant design ensure that 
you can bring your favourite tunes with you wherever you go. Additionally, you have 
the option to connect two speakers together using the stereo pairing function, 
creating an authentic stereo sound experience. A full charge allows you to play music 
up to 8H on a single charge. The double sub woofers will give you an unmatched bass 
experience. Pacific Grove is made with RCS (Recycled Claim Standard) certified 
recycled ABS and recycled PET. Total recycled content: 36 % based on total item 
weight. RCS certification ensures a completely certified supply chain of the recycled 
materials. Urban Vitamin items are made without PVC and packed in plastic reduced 
packaging.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Rise 3W RCS recycled aluminium Bluetooth® mini speaker

The stylish Rise RCS recycled 3W Bluetooth® mini speaker amplifies your 
music, podcasts etc. from any Bluetooth® enabled device. Thanks to its 
small size it's ideal for on-the-go. The speaker features built-in music 
controls and a microphone for phone calls and online meetings. 
Bluetooth® 5.3 with a working range of approximately 10 metres. Enjoy up 
to 1.5 hours of music at maximum volume thanks to its 300 mAh Li-ion 
battery. The charging time is 1.5 hours. Supplied with a user manual, a 30 
cm USB-A to Type-C charging cable, and packed in a 100% recycled kraft 
paper box.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Wooden Twister USB

Unleash a whirlwind of connectivity with our Wooden Twister 
USB! Spin into seamless data transfer with its 360° rotating design. 
Compact, stylish, and ready to twist your digital experience. Grab 
yours now and stay connected effortlessly!



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
TECH CLEAN

8GB Antibacterial USB Flash Drive with protective metal cover. 
Rotatethe cover and connect to USB port to start using it. Our USB 
prices donot include the € 0.60 home copy duty. Applicable for all 
USB deliveriesin the Netherlands from 01-01-2018.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
CREDITCARD PLUS

16GB USB Flash Drive with protective bamboo cover. Bamboo is a 
natural product, there may be slight variations in colour and size 
per item, which can affect the final decoration outcome.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Bamboo Wireless Charger - 10W

The Bamboo Wireless charger is supplied with a Micro USB cable 
in a White box with instructions. Laser engraved to allow for fast 
lead times. The chargers are 10W to allow for fast 
charging.Individual name engraving is available for an additional 
cost.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Fold Up Wireless Charger

Our Fold Up Wireless Charger makes the perfect desktop wireless 
charger. It folds up flat, making it convenient to take with you on 
the go!It has a built-in phone stand with adjustable height setting 
and 10 adjustable angles.Large branding area to ensure your logo 
is on display at all times.Choice of White or Black.Option of 1 
colour print, 2 colour print or full colour print.Supplied in 
standard box packaging. Complete with micro-USB cable and 
instructions.Compatible with all phones with wireless charging 
capability.Minimum just 50pcs.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Radik Wireless Charger

The Radik Wirless Charger works with mobile phones with the 
inductive charging function, a micro USB cable is included.We
have 4 standard trim colours and they can all be branded 1 or Full 
Colour. Standard lead time is just 7 days.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
PLATO+

Wireless charger in wheat straw (35%) and ABS (65%). Connect 
device,place smartphone on it to begin charging. Output: DC5V/1A 
(5W).Compatible with latest Androids, iPhone® 8, 8S and X and 
newer.



Eco and Sustainable



Top Seller

Polo T-shirtsPheebs 150 g/m² recycled drawstring backpack 6L

Drawstring backpack made of 150 g/m² recycled cotton polyester 
blend. Recycled cotton is manufactured from pre-consumer waste 
generated by textile factories during the cutting process. Similar 
colours are blended together so no additional dyeing is required. 
Large main compartment with cotton drawstring closure in 
natural colour. Features two handles with a dropdown height of 
14 cm. Resistance up to 5 kg weight. There may be minor 
variations in the colour of the actual product due to the nature of 
the production process.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Impact AWARE™ RPET A5 notebook

No greenwashing, but telling a true story about sustainability! This Impact 
collection is made with AWARE™ tracer. With AWARE™, the use of genuine 
recycled fabric materials and water reduction impact claims are 
guaranteed, by using the AWARE disruptive physical tracer and blockchain 
technology. Save water and use genuine recycled fabrics. If you choose 
this item you save 4 litres of water and 7 plastic bottles have been reused. 
With the focus on water, 2% of proceeds of each Impact product sold will 
be donated to Water.org. Keep all your work essentials organised with the 
A5 AWARE™ RPET portfolio. Inside the portfolio you can find a matching 
notebook. The notebook contains 64 sheets/128 sheets cream coloured
lined 80gm/s FSC recycled paper. Inside you will find 1 big sleeve pocket, a 
phone pocket, 2 card slots and pen loop. Interior and exterior 100% 
recycled polyester with AWARE™ tracer. PVC free. Impact savings are 
based on reliable LCA data from the Textile Exchange.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Bamboo pen

Bamboo ballpoint pen with metal ring and clip.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Bambus 450 ml tumbler with bamboo outer

Double-walled insulated tumbler made from stainless steel and 
finished with a natural bamboo outer. It can keep drinks hot for 
up to 2 hours and cold for up to 4 hours. Drinking from it is easy 
with the press-on lid with sliding cover to close.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Bamboo Toothbrush

Our Bamboo Toothbrushes are the perfect eco-friendly 
replacement to your plastic throw-away's. With the handle being 
100% biodegradable, they help stop additions to landfills and our 
oceans.After use, the biodegradable handle can be turned into 
compost or sent to landfill where it will degrate at a much faster 
rate than any plastic toothbrush.MOQ of 250pcs.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Coltan women’s GRS recycled softshell jacket

The Coltan women's GRS recycled softshell jacket – a fusion of sustainability, style, and 
performance. Developed with the environment in mind, this jacket is GRS certified, featuring a 
woven fabric composed of GRS certified recycled polyester, virgin polyester, and elastane. The 280 
g/m² construction offers a perfect balance of durability and comfort, while the three-layer bonded 
design of woven, TPU, and microfleece ensures maximum protection against the elements. With an 
8000 mm waterproof rating, the Coltan jacket keeps you dry and shielded from rain, while the 2000 
g/m² breathable feature allows for excellent ventilation, preventing moisture and overheating 
during intense activities. Designed with practicality and sustainability in mind, this jacket is 
equipped with GRS certified trims and accessories, including zippers, drawstring, and cordlock. The 
adjustable cuffs with hook and loop closure allow you to customise the fit for maximum comfort 
and ease of movement. Embrace style, performance, and sustainability - the Coltan is the ideal 
companion for outdoor adventures, offering unbeatable functionality. With GRS certification 
guaranteeing a 100% certified supply chain, this garment truly represents an environmentally 
conscious choice. This jacket is designed with a fitted shape for a feminine look.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Coltan men’s GRS recycled softshell jacket

The Coltan men's GRS recycled softshell jacket – a fusion of sustainability, style, and performance. 
Developed with the environment in mind, this jacket is GRS certified, featuring a woven fabric 
composed of GRS certified recycled polyester, virgin polyester, and elastane. The 280 g/m² 
construction offers a perfect balance of durability and comfort, while the three-layer bonded 
design of woven, TPU, and microfleece ensures maximum protection against the elements. With an 
8000 mm waterproof rating, the Coltan jacket keeps you dry and shielded from rain, while the 2000 
g/m² breathable feature allows for excellent ventilation, preventing moisture and overheating 
during intense activities. Designed with practicality and sustainability in mind, this jacket is 
equipped with GRS certified trims and accessories, including zippers, drawstring, and cordlock. The 
adjustable cuffs with hook and loop closure allow you to customise the fit for maximum comfort 
and ease of movement. Embrace style, performance, and sustainability - the Coltan is the ideal 
companion for outdoor adventures, offering unbeatable functionality. With GRS certification 
guaranteeing a 100% certified supply chain, this garment truly represents an environmentally 
conscious choice.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Azurite short sleeve men’s GOTS organic t-shirt

The Azurite short sleeve men's GOTS organic t-shirt is a 
responsible choice. Made with 100% GOTS certified organic 
cotton with a fabric weight of 160 g/m², this t-shirt is not only 
good for the environment but also soft and comfortable to wear. 
With its round neck and short sleeves this t-shirt is both 
sustainable and modern, and the double needle stitching details 
and heat transfer main label ensure durability and tagless
comfort. GOTS certification ensures a 100% certified supply chain 
from raw material to our printing techniques, making this 
garment an eco-friendly choice.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Modern stainless steel bottle with bamboo lid

A drinking bottle that is beautiful through its simplicity. This 
modern single wall stainless steel bottle features a stainless steel 
lid finished with a beautiful piece of bamboo. With a stainless 
steel handle for easy carrying. Capacity 710ml. BPA free. 
Handwash only.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Baikal 15" GRS RPET laptop backpack 8L

Sustainable GRS certified RPET laptop backpack made with 50% 
recycled materials. Features a large zippered main compartment 
with a padded 15" laptop sleeve with velcro closure, a hanging 
hook, and a front vertical zippered compartment. Comes with 
additional straps with buckle closure for safety, comfortable 
padded shoulder straps, grab handle, mesh back with a zippered 
pocket and expandable mesh side pocket.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Baikal GRS RPET duffel bag 40L

Sustainable GRS certified RPET duffel bag made with 55% recycled 
materials. Features a large zippered main compartment, a 
reinforced base panel, a side mesh pocket, and an expandable 
wet/dry zippered pocket. Comes with a small zippered internal 
pocket for organization, removable and padded shoulder strap, 
grab handles with padded velcro closure, and an extra grab 
handle on the bottom right side.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts

Metal Straw Set

Metal Straws are the perfect eco-friendly solution to the plastic 
straw problem facing our planet.This Metal Straw Sets contains 1 
Straight Straw, 1 Bent straw and 1 Milkshake straw.Produced from 
food grade stainless steel, making these reusable straws durable 
and super sustainable.Laser engraved with your logo on each 
straw. Minimum 100 sets.Supplied in eco-friendly pouch with 
cleaning brush as standard.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Celuk bamboo cutlery set

Cutlery set in bamboo comprised of a fork, knife, and spoon. 
Comes in a non-woven pouch.



Gift Set



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Moleskine notebook and pen gift set

This Moleskine gift set is the perfect gift for anyone who loves to write, draw, or take 
notes. The set includes a large Moleskine notebook and a stylish Moleskine pen, 
making it the ultimate package for anyone who wants to elevate their daily 
notetaking and creativity. The large Moleskine notebook (107151) features 240 
ivory-coloured ruled pages, perfect for jotting down thoughts, ideas, and lists. The 
notebook's hard cover offers a durable, protective barrier for your notes, while the 
elastic closure keeps everything secure. The notebook also features an expandable 
inner pocket, making it easy to store extra notes, business cards, and other small 
items. The Moleskine pen (107350) is a modern and functional writing tool that is 
the perfect complement to the Moleskine notebook. The pen features a black ink 
cartridge, providing a clean and precise line, and its specific design to clip onto the 
side of the notebook makes it the perfect tool for everyday use. Whether you're 
looking to reward an employee, treat a loved one, or just indulge yourself, the 
Moleskine gift set is sure to impress. The notebook is made in Vietnam and the pen 
is made in Italy.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Apolys bamboo ballpoint and rollerball pen gift set

Ballpoint and rollerball pen gift set with pen barrels made of 
bamboo. Bamboo is a renewable resource, and a more sustainable 
choice for pen manufacturing. Other components in this pen set are 
made of shiny chromed recycled brass. Recycling brass helps reduce 
the need for extracting and refining new raw materials, which 
conserves natural resources. By opting for a pen set made of 
bamboo barrel and recycled brass, you support more sustainable 
sourcing and recycling practices. It allows you to enjoy writing 
instruments that are both stylish and mindful of the environment. 
Delivered with a kraft paper box with a yellow silk ribbon. Pen ink 
colour: Black. Box size: 16.8 x 7 x 2.7 cm.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Encore ballpoint pen and wallet gift set

Gift set including a ballpoint pen and a slim card wallet with 
enough room for credit cards and folded bills. The ballpoint pen is 
preloaded with a blue ink refill. Packed in a ''LUXE'' gift box.



Top Seller

Polo T-shirts
Carbon duo pen gift set with pouch

For a subtly different take on black, this exclusively designed pair 
of ballpoint and rollerball pens is finished in printed carbon fiber. 
Including quality protective pouch, packed in ''LUXE'' gift box.
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